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ABSTRACT
Extreme classification (XC) is the essential component of large-scale
Deep Learning Systems for a wide range of application domains,
including image recognition, language modeling, and recommendation. As classification categories keep scaling in real-world applications, the classifier’s parameters could reach several thousands
of Gigabytes, way exceed the on-chip memory capacity. With the
advent of near-memory processing (NMP) architectures, offloading
the XC component onto NMP units could alleviate the memoryintensive problem. However, naive NMP design with limited area
and power budget cannot afford the computational complexity of
full classification. To tackle the problem, we first propose a novel
screening method to reduce the computation and memory consumption by efficiently approximating the classification output and
identifying a small portion of key candidates that require accurate results. Then, we design a new extreme-classification-tailored
NMP architecture, namely ENMC, to support both screening and
candidates-only classification. Overall, our approximate screening
method achieves 7.3× speedup over the CPU baseline, and ENMC
further improves the performance by 7.4× and demonstrates 2.7×
speedup compared with the state-of-the-art NMP baseline.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in many machine intelligence areas, such as natural language processing (NLP) [30, 37, 40], image recognition
[27, 39, 50], and recommendation[24, 35, 47], involve tackling the
extreme classification problem, where classification category size
is extreme large. For example, in the NLP domain, making predictions is basically classifying the words with high probabilities.
Similarly, for image recognition tasks and recommendation tasks,
the features generated from hidden neural network layers need to
go through the classification layer to output predictions. As shown
in Fig. 1, extreme classification is the essential component to deal
with large-scale problems.
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Figure 1: Extreme Classification serves as the common component of large-scale Deep Learning applications. The classifier processes with hidden representations from applicationspecific hidden layers and generates predictions as used in
recognition, language, and recommendation.
As classification categories keep scaling in real-world applications, the classifier’s parameters could reach hundreds of gigabytes,
far beyond the on-chip memory capacity. For large-scale NLP models, the vocabulary sizes are in the range of hundreds of thousands,
contributing hundreds of megabytes data [40, 42]. For recommendation systems, using commodity datasets to solve industry-level
problems would require classification on the scale of 100M categories [27, 39], consuming around 190GB memory.
Due to the large memory footprint of extreme classification, accessing system memory for the classifier’s weight data becomes
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Figure 2: The overview of our Approximate Screening algorithm and NMP architecture co-design. Instead of full classification,
our co-design essentially performs candidates-only classification, where the candidates are based on the screening method.
Our NMP architecture design features a Screener and an Executor to collaboratively process candidates-only classification.
the bottleneck of system performance. We characterize the state-ofthe-art Transformer-based language model [33] and show that the
final classification layer consumes 50% of overall model inference
time. While GPUs and specialized accelerators can boost the performance of DNN layers [6, 14], they suffer from inter-device data
movements when executing the memory-intensive classification
layer, as the memory usage exceeds device memory capacity.
Emerging Near-Memory Processing (NMP) technologies [15,
20] have the potential to address the memory-bound problem of
extreme classification. However, naive NMP designs cannot support
the computational complexity of full classification due to the area
and power limitations. Even the classifier weight data are stored
and processed near-memory, the low operational intensity of linear
transformation, which is basically matrix-vector multiplication, is
still causing performance degradation when accessing weight data
from DRAM modules.
Therefore, we propose the first end-to-end solution to address
the memory-bound problem of extreme classification with NMP
architecture. Fig. 2 gives an overview of the proposed software
and hardware co-design. To reduce the overhead of classification,
we propose an approximate screening algorithm that directly reduces the required computations and data access involved in linear
transformations. As demonstrated in Fig. 2, given the extracted feature vectors from the application front-end, a learned lightweight
classifier firstly performs approximate classification to efficiently
identify the set of important candidates in the category space. Afterwards, the classifier will trigger candidates-only computation
to generate accurate classification results, while the rest can directly utilize the approximate results computed from the screening
phase. Therefore, a large amount of computations and data loading of classification are saved. Our experiments (Section 7.1) show
that the proposed screening method achieves better trade-off for
classification accuracy and computation saving, compared with
conventional low-rank approximation-based method [37].
To fully leverage the approximate screening method, we further propose the Extreme Near-Memory Classification architecture, namely ENMC. Here we highlight the key features of our
ENMC design as follows: Firstly, as shown in Fig. 2, we deploy
a dual-module architecture that contains a Screener module and

an Executor module that run in parallel. The Screener performs
approximate screening efficiently, as described in Section 5, and
predicts the classification candidates in advance. For each candidate
selected in a batch, the ENMC controller will generate instructions
for accurate computations handled by the Executor. The computing
modules are deployed at the rank level such that there is no need
to invade the DRAM chips. Secondly, we design the ENMC instruction set to facilitate the workloads accommodation between host
processor and ENMC, and support the communications between
the Screener and the Executor. We define the instruction format
by leveraging the reserved command space so that it is compatible with the commodity DDR interface. Thus, our ENMC DIMM
can also support regular memory requests. Finally, we provide the
system-level design, including application workflow and program
compiler support, to make the ENMC architecture cooperate with
the software framework. Our design could be easily extended no
matter the host processors are CPUs, GPUs, or domain-specific
accelerators.
Our contributions are as follows:
• We study extreme classification in different applications and
identify the memory-bound problem (Section 3).
• We present the approximate screening method to significantly reduce the computational complexity of extreme
classification by selecting key candidates and avoiding full
classification (Section 4). The evaluation results show that
our approximate screening method boosts the classification
performance by 7.3×.
• We propose the near-memory architecture design, i.e., ENMC,
with support for the Screener and the Executor (Section 5).
• We build a cycle-accurate simulator that interfaced with
Ramulator [18] to evaluate the performance of ENMC, and
it provides 7.4× average speedup over the CPU baseline
and 2.7× speedup compared with the state-of-the-art NMP
baseline.
We introduce the preliminary background in Section 2 and discuss our evaluation methodology and experimental results in Section 6 and Section 7.

ENMC: Extreme Near-Memory Classification via Approximate Screening
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PRELIMINARIES
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(a)

2.1

2.2

System Architecture

GPUs and domain-specific accelerators are widely used to process
compute-intensive models in the front-end, such as CNNs, RNNs,
and Transformers [42]. In contrast, for memory-intensive frontends like recommendation models and embedding look-ups, CPUs
are more favored because of the larger memory capacity. In these
scenarios, the processing units (CPU/GPU/accelerator) typically
allocate the classification parameters in the local memory, as shown
in the Figure 3(a).
As we point out in the Section 2.1, the tremendous classification categories essentially need enormous memory capacity. For
example, the largest dataset in an academic extreme classification
repository [4] consists of 3 million categories, while industries have
reported 50 million to 100 million categories used in classification
[27, 39]. With the hidden size of 512, the memory usage of classification alone is reaching 190GB. The need for memory is increasing
with the scaling of problem size in applications, easily exceeds
the device memory capacity and even system memory capacity.
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Extreme Classification

The Extreme Classification problem refers to multi-class or multilabel classification with extremely large category volume. Many
large-scale NLP and recommendation applications can be modeled
as a feature extraction part with an extreme classifier. For example,
in NLP applications, the typical sequence-to-sequence modeling
consists of a stack of encoders, a stack of decoders, and a final
classification layer [29, 40, 44]. Each encoder and decoder is a type
of DNN layer, such as Transformer layers [42] and recurrent neural
networks [44]. The encoders process input embeddings into hidden
representations repeatedly. The decoders that attend over all hidden
states from the encoder stack process queries from the previous
decoder layer and output decoded hidden vectors. The final classification layer turns the hidden vector from the last decoder layer
into a translated word as in translation tasks or probabilities as in
language modeling tasks. The classification layer consists of a large
linear layer followed by a softmax layer. One way to interpret the
linear layer is performing the inner-products of the hidden vector
from the decoder stack and a number of weight vectors, which
correspond to the target vocabulary size. The softmax function
then normalizes the inner-products into probabilities.
Also, in large-scale recommendation systems such as commodity
product recommendation and webpage recommendation, extreme
classification refers to the problem of multi-class prediction [4, 24,
27, 39]. First, the hidden layers, e.g., DNNs, take dense features and
sparse features from users as input. Then, the classification layer
maps the output of the last hidden layer, usually through softmax
normalization, to a probability distribution. For real-world scenarios
and next-generation applications, the final classification layer is
becoming even more challenging as the computational complexity
and the memory usage grows linearly with the category size.

(b)
CPU

In this section, we first introduce the preliminary background for
future discussions, including extreme classification workloads, system architectures for inference, and near-memory processing techniques.
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Figure 3: The system architecture of classification workloads: (a) Host-only system; (b) A pooled memory architecture to extend the memory capacity.

Therefore, we also consider the system architecture employing a
memory pool to store the classification parameters, as shown in
Figure 3(b). Facilitated by emerging memory protocols such as Genz [19], GPUDirect [36], CXL [41], etc., the pooled memory could
easily stack from 1TB to 10TB DRAMs to tackle the application
requirement.

2.3

Near-Memory Processing

As DNNs now appear to overwhelm almost every domain in our
daily life and such applications are increasingly bandwidth-hungry,
near-memory processing (NMP) technique is getting growing attention to accelerate these workloads. Leveraging the large internal
bandwidth provided by rank parallelism or inside the memory chips,
conventional NMPs put customized computation logic beside the
data and saves the system bandwidth and memory access latency.
Different NMP techniques can be categorized by the distance
between the computation logic and DRAM cell array. Here we generally refer two types of NMP techniques for a DRAM-based memory
subsystem: intrusive and non-intrusive NMP. The intrusive NMP
hacks the architecture inside the DRAM device, and the computation logic could be placed at the logic die for a 3D-stacking DRAM
module [2, 16, 17, 31, 49], or directly beside the DRAM banks to
gain higher bandwidth [10, 11, 22, 38, 46]. The non-intrusive NMP
makes use of the rank-level parallelism in the current memory
hierarchy. It tries to leverage commodity DRAM chips and places
the processing unit at each rank on the DIMM, and thus higher
bandwidth can be achieved with multiple ranks in a memory channel [15, 20, 21]. Our ENMC design takes the non-intrusive NMP
approach since it requires minimized hardware changes in existing
DRAM technology and does not need the support from the DRAM
vendors.

3

MOTIVATION

As discussed in Section 2, the classification layer is the essential
component in NLP tasks and large-scale recommendation systems.
In Figure 4, we show the breakdown of model parameters and
operations into classification and non-classification, i.e., input embedding and hidden layers. For the three NLP tasks, classifiers
consume a significant amount of parameters and operations. When
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(a) Parameter Breakdown
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classification category sizes scale to millions as in large-scale recommendation, classification layers become the major bottleneck.
We observe similar breakdown on execution time.

Classification

Classification

Non-Classification

Non-Classification

Figure 4: The breakdown of parameters and operations into
classification and non-classification.

3.1

Opportunity

The root cause for extreme classification being the bottleneck is
from the large memory footprint and the low operational intensity.
We show in Fig. 5(a) that classifiers consume memory in the order
of hundreds megabytes or even gigabytes, far beyond the on-chip
memory capacity of modern GPUs or NPUs. The execution time
of classification increases linearly with category size and hidden
dimensions. From the perspective of DL practitioners and algorithm
developers, using larger vocabulary or category and hidden dimensions is almost always a way to improve model quality. However,
the increasing memory usage will worsen the memory-bounded execution problem. For recommendation systems, the increasing need
for an enormous number of items results in even more challenging
requirement to accommodate the classifier.
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Figure 5: (a) The memory footprint and the execution time
on CPU of classification layers scale linearly with the number of categories. (b) Roofline analysis of the major components. Darker color indicates larger batch size.
Opportunity of approximation: In extreme classification, outputs from classifier are probabilities. While we should compute all
the outputs of the linear transformation using all classifier parameters, many applications require only the probabilities of the most
top words. For example, in neural machine translation, we only use
the top-K values of softmax-normalized probabilities to select the
translated words, where K is the beam search size when applied.
Therefore, we could have only the top-K probabilities to be accurate, then having the rest to be approximate, aiming at significantly
reduced computations and data accesses. In the next section, we
explore the opportunity of using approximation to achieve efficient
extreme classification.

Opportunity of NMP: Although approximation can greatly
reduce the computation amount in extreme classification, approximate screening is still bounded by the memory bandwidth. As
shown in Fig. 5(b), we plot the data points for our approximate
screening, candidate-only classification, and front-end neural networks in a CPU’s roofline model. Both screening and classification
exhibit low operation intensity after we eliminate redundant computations and reduce hidden dimensions. Therefore, different from
the front-end models that are often bounded by computation capability, approximate screening and candidate-only classification can
benefit from the large bandwidth of NMP architectures.

3.2

Limitations of Existing NMP

As mentioned above, due to the memory-bounded execution pattern
of XC, NMP-enabled systems could leverage the near-data capability
to avoid significant amount of off-chip memory traffic. However,
existing NMPs often employ a homogeneous architecture equipped
with unified floating-point and integer compute units [3, 9, 20]. Our
proposed screening method explores a heterogeneous computation
pattern that includes a low-precision approximate screening phase
and a full-precision candidate-only classification phase. Therefore,
our NMP architecture features a dedicate resource management of
both phases and a customized pipeline design.

4

APPROXIMATE SCREENING

In Section 3, we discuss the potential of using NMP to alleviate the
memory pressure of executing extreme classification. However, the
limited computing capability of NMP logic cannot afford the computations of extreme classification. In other words, the execution
of full classification on NMP core becomes the bottleneck.
We find that not all computations in classification are useful.
In fact, only a small portion of classification results contribute to
model predictions. For example, in language modeling tasks, only
output probabilities of the most important words need to be accurate. Thus, we propose an efficient approximation method that can
estimate the subset of output probabilities that need accurate computations and then populate the rest probabilities with approximate
results. Similarly, for other classification-involved tasks, we only
need accurate computations for a small number of key candidates
and use approximate results for the remaining outputs.

4.1

Screening Method Overview

Given a d-dimensional vector (h ∈ Rd ) from hidden DNN layers,
where d is the hidden dimension, the softmax classification transforms the hidden vector h to a l-dimensional probability space.
We denote the output probability vector as z ∈ Rl , where l is the
vocabulary size. The transformation is essentially matrix-vector
multiplication as
z = Wh +b

(1)

where W ∈ Rl ×d is the classifier weight matrix and b ∈ Rl is the
bias vector. Then, the softmax function normalize the output vector
z into probability distribution as
exp(zi )
pi = so f tmax(zi ) = Í
j exp(z j )

(2)
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Figure 6: Illustration of approximate screening: (1) the
screener learns from full classifier at the offline learning
phase; (2) the screening step computes approximate results,
involving lightweight Screener weights and the projection
matrix, and selects candidates among approximate results;
(3) the threshold filtering step selects key candidates; (4)
only the corresponding vectors in the full classification
weights are used to compute candidates-only accurate results; (5) the final results before softmax normalization combine both approximate and accurate results.
where pi is the i-th element of output probability vector p. The
probability vector is then used to perform next word predictions
as in language modeling or translation. While softmax is the most
common normalization function used in classification, our method
is capable to other non-linear functions used in classification such
as sigmoid [24].
As discussed in Section 3, the memory-intensive transformation
is a good candidate of NMP architectures. However, the computational complexity is not affordable for NMP. Our proposal seeks
redundancy in extreme classification and uses low-cost approximated computations to mitigate the computational burden. We
introduce a low-dimensional and low-precision screening module
that can approximate the original classifier. We first discuss how to
reduce computations at inference time given the screening module. After that, we explain the learning process to obtain such a
screening module.

4.2
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Inference Process

As shown in Figure 6(a), the standard classification is essentially
matrix-vector multiplication followed by softmax normalization.
The execution is bounded by accessing W from DRAM modules.
We construct the approximate screening module with a projection matrix P and a reduced-hidden-dimension weight matrix W̃ .
The initialization of the projection matrix is according to standard
sparse random projection [1], and the overhead is negligible (less
than 0.1%) compared with classifier weights as the projection matrix P can be represented in 2-bit format. The process of computing

z̃ = W̃ Ph + b̃
(3)
q
where W̃ ∈ Rl ×k and P ∈ k3 · {−1, 0, 1}k ×d .
Figure 6(b) illustrates the process: the d-dimensional hidden
vector h is first projected to a lower k-dimensional space, and the
low-dimensional vector multiplies W̃ to get approximated output z̃.
Compared with full classification, the accessed approximate weight
volume is significantly reduced since k << d. Furthermore, we can
reduce the precision of running the screening module to further
reduce accessed data.
After obtaining the approximate results, i.e., z̃, we estimate the
importance of all l values and select the most important m values,
referred as candidates, that require accurate computations. The
estimation can be done with top-m searching or thresholding, where
the threshold value can be tuned on validation sets.
Only for the candidates that need accurate computations, our
method then need to access full classifier weights W , i.e., a small
portion of totally l weight vectors. These weight vectors then multiply with the original hidden vector to produce the accurate results
for the candidates, as shown in Figure 6(c). The final outputs before
softmax function is a mixed vector with approximate values from
screening and accurate values from full W .
Algorithm 1: Training algorithm for the parameters of the
Screener
S , where h ∈ Rd from
Data: Batched context vectors {hi }i=1
i
hidden layers; trained classifier weights W ∈ Rl ×d
and bias b ∈ Rl ; projection matrix P.
l ×k
l
Result: Screener weights W̃ ∈ R
q and bias b̃ ∈ R .
3
k

· {−1, 0, 1}k ×d ;

1

Initialize projection matrix P ∈

2

for it ∈ all iterations do
Compute loss according to Eq. (4);
Update W̃ , b̃ with SGD(min Loss);
end

3
4
5

4.3

Learning Algorithm

Here, we discuss the learning procedure to obtain screening module. The goal for screening is to approximate the classifier well.
Therefore, we regard the outputs z from full classifier as the learning target and train the screening module weights W̃ to fit. The
optimization objective function is
1Õ
L=
||(W h + b) − (W̃ Ph + b̃)||22
(4)
s s
where s is the mini-batch size of training samples. During training,
the classifier parameters, i.e., W and b, as well as the parameters of
hidden layers are fixed and will not be changed. We only update the
screening module’s parameters W̃ and b̃. The projection matrix P
is constructed and initialized before distillation and stays constant
during distillation and inference.
Our learning algorithm uses the default training and validation
datasets and does not need extra training data. The convergence
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commands, a screener to perform approximation, and an executor to process full-precision classification.
happens in a several training epochs, much faster than original
model training. Algorithm 1 gives the overall training of screening
parameters.

5

ENMC ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we introduce the architecture design of the ENMC.
We first give a glimpse of the design overview, followed by the
microarchitecture details. Then, we present the ENMC instruction
set and system-level design.

5.1

Design Overview

We have yet exploited the opportunity of eliminating the redundancy in the extremely-large weight and forecasting the classification results with much smaller overhead using lightweight screening algorithm. Although the computation bottleneck is alleviated
with our proposed approximate screening framework, the tremendous classification dimension is still bandwidth-hungry, and conventional processor-memory systems are hardly able to overcome
the memory throughput wall. Therefore, in this section, we further
co-architect the near-data processing subsystem, Extreme NearMemory Classifier (ENMC), to facilitate the processor computing
the extreme classification. The design goal of such near-data architecture is to leverage the large bandwidth provided by rank-level
parallelism in a DRAM channel, and process the classification in
data stream through dedicate on-DIMM hardware.
Specifically, we highlight the features of our ENMC design as
follows:
First, we deploy a dual-module architecture that contains a
Screener module and an Executor module that runs in parallel. The
Screener performs fixed-point screening as described in Section 4,
and predicts the classification candidates in advance. Since the classification weight is low-dimensional and quantized, the Screener is
able to process the data in a streaming manner, such that the large
rank-level bandwidth can be leveraged. For each candidate found in
a batch, the ENMC Controller will generate instructions for further

full-precision computations which are completed by the Executor.
We put these computation logic at the rank level such that there is
no need to invade the DRAM chips.
Second, we design the ENMC instruction set to facilitate the
workloads accommodation from host processors and support the
communications between the Screener and Executor modules. We
define the instruction format by leveraging the unused address
line and data line in the PRECHARGE command to ensure the
compatibility with the commodity DDR interface. Thus, regular
memory requests can also be served with our ENMC DIMM.
Third, we provide the system-level design, including the program
compiler support and application workflow , to make the ENMC
architecture cooperate with the software framework. Our design
could be easily extended to support different scenarios where the
host processors could be CPU, GPU, or domain-specific accelerators.

5.2

ENMC Microarchitecture

We now introduce the microarchitecture of ENMC. We first present
the design overview, followed by the implementation details of
each component.
Overview. We put ENMC on the DIMM board between the
DRAM devices and the DDR PHY, such that the host processor
could interface with ENMC through standard memory channels.
Fig. 7 illustrates the details of the proposed ENMC architecture.
The host processor contains several memory channels, which are
deployed as the ENMC DIMMs. The ENMC logic locates at each
rank of a ENMC DIMM, and thus enjoys scaling bandwidth offered
by larger number of ranks. The on-DIMM ENMC architecture consists of a ENMC controller, a DRAM controller, and two processing
units: the Executor and the Screener. The ENMC controller buffers
the instruction from the host processor for approximate screening. It also generates instructions for full-precision computation
according to the candidate indices provided by the Screener. Then,
it decodes the formatted instructions to generate control signals for

ENMC: Extreme Near-Memory Classification via Approximate Screening

data access, computation, and output transmission. The DRAM controller works as a simplified memory controller that processes data
access requests in ENMC instructions and generates the standard
DDR C/A signals to the DRAM chips. The Screener and Executor
take charge of the approximate screening and the full-precision
computation as described in Section 4.2, respectively. The Screener
performs dimension-reduced INT4 computations to efficiently approximate the classifier’s output. A preloaded threshold is used
to filter out the important candidates based on the approximate
results. Apart from floating-point arithmetic, the Executor is also
equipped with a special-function unit to process the non-linear
activation in the final layer. The two computation modules works
in parallel and write results to the output buffer that returns them
to the host processor asynchronously.
ENMC Controller. The ENMC controller has two main functionalities: processing the instructions from host processor (i.e.,
screening computation) and generating instructions for the Executor (i.e., candidate-only computation). It is made of status register
files, an instruction buffer, an instruction decoder, and an instruction
generator. The status register files are used for ENMC initialization
and stores information such as addresses and sizes of input features,
vocabulary, and screening weight. It also includes the instruction
counter. The instruction buffer is a FIFO, and both the host processor and instruction generator could push instructions into it. The
instruction decoder sequentially reads from the FIFO and generates
control signals to corresponding ENMC components. For example, an instruction of accessing a piece of tiled screening weight
would result in a read request to the DRAM controller and a select
signal to the top DEMUX that chooses the integer weight buffer.
Meanwhile, a full-precision computation instruction would lead to a
triggering signal to the floating-point MAC array, which reads data
from two input buffers and writes results to the partial sum (PSUM)
buffer. The instruction generator receives the indices of classification candidates from the Screener (batch_id, candidate_id) , and
then reads the constant reg to generate corresponding instruction
for candidate-only computation in full-precision.
DRAM Controller. The DRAM controller employs a similar architecture as the host-side memory controller and consists of a
request queue, a command generator, and an address generator. The
request buffer takes memory request from the ENMC controller.
The command and address generators initiate standard DDR4 C/A
signals that are sent to all the DRAM chips. For hardware simplicity, we do not deploy unnecessary features like queue prioritizing,
request coalescing, etc.
Screener. The Screener processes the approximate screening
phase in the approximate screening algorithm with fixed-point
precision. We put two input buffers (feature buffer and screening
weight buffer), a fixed-point multiply-accumulate (MAC) array, a
partial sum (PSUM) buffer, a threshold filter, and an instruction
translator in the Screener. The MAC array performs the screening
computation over the two input buffers and accumulates with the
intermediate results in the PSUM buffer. After a tiled screening is
finished, the data in the PSUM buffer are filtered with a comparator
array. The indices of values larger than the threshold are buffered
and later sent to the ENMC controller.
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Executor. The Executor computes candidate-only classification
under full-precision. Compared with the Screener, it applies floatingpoint MAC array and has an extra special-function unit that performs the non-linear activation such as Softmax and Sigmoid. We
also put an output buffer below the special-function unit, which
caches both the results from the Screener and the Executor. The
output buffer keeps the state of the data with status reg files and
notifies the ENMC controller (by pushing a RETURN instruction)
when finishing a batched/tiled data.

5.3

ENMC Instruction Set

The design goal of the ENMC instruction set is to make the host
processor able to communicate with ENMC DIMM through standard DDR4 memory channels. Inspired by FIRDRAM [22], we issue
ENMC instructions from the memory controller with PRECHARGE
command combining special addresses and data. For example, according to the DDR4 JEDEC specification, for a 4Gb DIMM with 8
×8 DRAM chips, the row address space consumes 14 bits, i.e., A0A13 in the C/A bus, and the data bus is 64-bit. Normal PRECHARGE
command sets all the row address bits to be low, since no row information is needed. Therefore, an ENMC instruction could be
accommodated with sending a PRECHARGE command but turning
on the row address signals. Given this insight, we design the ENMC
instruction formatted in 13-bit command and 64-bit data that transmits through signal A0-A12 and D/Q bus. With that, we first present
the instruction specification and explains the instruction in details.
Then, we define the instruction format.
5-bit

4-bit

4-bit

Opcode=2

BufferID=0

BufferID=1

MUL_ADD_FP32 buffer_0, buffer_1
5-bit

1-bit

Opcode=9

5-bit

RD RegID=7

QUERY reg_7
5-bit

1-bit

Opcode=9

5-bit

WT RegID=7

DATA
INIT reg_7, v

Figure 8: Instruction Format
Instruction Specification. As shown in Table 1, the ENMP instruction set consists of four types of instructions: Initialization,
Data Transfer, Compute, and Control. (a) Initialization. The initialization instruction is used to write the status reg files in the ENMC
controller, in order to initiate the parameters of a classification
task. It specifies which reg to write and the corresponding value.
(b) Data Transfer. The data transfer instructions are used to access
the on-DIMM buffers, such as loading data to the input feature
buffer or writing back the results to the PSUM buffer with specific
addresses. Also, we use the instruction MOVE to transfer data in
two buffers, such as storing results in the PSUM buffer to the output buffer. (c) Compute. The compute instructions corresponds to
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Table 1: The ENMP instruction set
ENMC Instruction Set
Type
Instruction
Initialization
INIT reg, data
LDR buffer, addr
Data Transfer STR buffer, addr
MOVE buffer1, buffer2
ADD_INT4 buffer1, buffer2
MUL_INT4 buffer1, buffer2
Compute
ADD_FP32 buffer1, buffer2
MUL_FP32 buffer1, buffer2
MUL_ADD_INT4
MUL_ADD_FP32
FILTER buffer
SIGMOID, SOFTMAX
Control

BARRIER, NOP
QUERY reg
RETURN
CLR

Description
Initialize the ENMC module by writing a particular register
load/store the quantized feature data into/from the INT4 feature buffer
(weight buffer, with specified address addr

add/multiply the data in two specified buffer buffer1, buffer2
multiply the data in feature buffer and weight buffer, and accumulate
they with the partial sum buffer
filter the data in the specific buffer and write the results to the index buffer
special functions such as Sigmoid and Softmax that run on specialized hardware
for the data in the FP32 partial sum buffer
synchronization and bubble instruction to let the controller wait for memory
accesses, compute operation, data movement, etc.
query the value in the specific reg
return the data in the output buffer
clear and reset all buffers and registers

the computation operations in the two computing units, including
ADD, MUL, MUL_ADD, and denotes the operation precision. FILTER instruction is used to filter out the candidates. There are also
instruction for special functions such as SOFTMAX and SIGMOID
that operate on the PSUM buffer in the Executor. (d) Control. The
control instructions include BARRIER for synchronization, NOP
for stalling, RETURN to send back the output buffer data, and CLR
to reset the ENMC. We also design a QUEUE instruction for the
host processor to pull the status counters in each component.
Instruction Format. As shown in the Fig. 8, a typical ENMC
command without data or address takes 13 bits, where the opcode
is 5 bits and the rest 8 bits are used to specify which buffer to
operate on. For example, Fig. 8(a) shows the instruction format
for performing multiply-accumulate in the Screener. For the status
register accessing instruction, QUERY and INIT shares the same
opcode, and we use one bit after opcode to specify the read or
write operation, and 5 bits to specify the register index, as shown in
Fig. 8(b). Moreover, for instructions that involves values (i.e., data
or address) that exceeds the length of row addresses, the DQ bus
is further utilized. For example, when the host processor tries to
write the status reg in the ENMC controller, the command address
bus specifies the write operand and the ID of target regwith INIT
instruction, and the DQ bus transmits the desired data in burst
manner following the ENMC command.

5.4

System Design

In this subsection, we further architect the system-level design to
facilitate existing software solutions running on the ENMC memory.
We first present the programming support that wraps up ENMC
instructions into high-level APIs such that a program could call
the ENMC kernels directly. Second, we show the execution flow
to demonstrate how the host processor interacts with the ENMC
DIMM.

Illustrative Application Program
import ENMC
//Host Preprocess
model = app_model()
model = load(path)
...
//Initialize ENMC Params
ENMC.initial_classifier(\
model.classifier.w, model.classifier.b)
ENMC.initial_screener(\
model.proj_M, model.screen_w, model.screen_b)
for (batch_id, x) in batched_dataset:
//Host Inference
x = model.lstm(x)
//ENMC Classification
x = model.classifier(batch_id, x)

ENMC Instructions
//Initialization
INIT rx0, addr_w
INIT rx1, addr_b
INIT rx2, dim0_w
INIT rx3, dim1_w
...
//Run Classification
INIT r0, batch_id
INIT r1, batch_size
LOAD buffer0, 0x4cea4fe2
LOAD buffer1, 0xa1ebea62
MUL_ADD_INT4 buffer0, buffer1
LOAD buffer0, 0x4cea50e2
...
FILTER psum0
BARRIER
LOAD buffer2, 0xb2eef3a2
LOAD buffer3, 0xa97fac44
MUL_ADD_FP32 buffer2, buffer3
...

Figure 9: An illustrative example of programming support
of ENMC. The ENMC APIs are wrapped as high-level function libraries, which are further compiled into ENMC instructions.
Programming Support. Following previous NMP solutions [15,
20], we divide the application code into kernels running on the
host processor and ENMC in a heterogeneous manner. Therefore,
the host processor calls the provided APIs to offload specific classification tasks. Fig. 9(a) shows an illustrative application code
in Python style. We wrap up the functions that runs on ENMC
DIMM into a Python package, such as initializing the Screener and
screening-based classification. Therefore, a programmer could build
a machine-learning model transparently using the ENMC package.
Inside an ENMC object of classifier, we implement the approximate
screening algorithm in the forward function with pretrained projection matrix and screening weight. Furthermore, when translating
the applications into ENMC instructions, the compiler tiles the
operation with initialized parameters and hardware configurations
and executes the instruction in a loop. The ENMC instructions are

NE

LOAD
LOAD
MUL_
…
FILT
TRAN
LOAD
LOAD
MUL_
…
RETU
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Table 2: Evaluated models and datasets.
Application
NLP
NLP
NMT
Recommendation

Dataset
Wikitext-2
Wikitext-103
WMT16, en-de
Amazon-670k

Dataset Type
Language Modeling
Language Modeling
Translation
Multi-label Classification

Num. Categories
33,278
267,744
32,317
670,091

further packed into a memory request packet and routed to the
memory controller, which transmits them to the ENMC DIMM, as
shown in Fig. 9(b).
Host-only System
Host

Prep.

DNN/Non-DNN
Inference

Extreme
Classification

DNN/Non-DNN
Inference

Extreme
Classification

Batch 1

Batch 0

ENMC System

Mem
Mem
Req
Req

Processor

Host

ENMC

Prep.

DNN/Non-DNN ENMC DNN/Non-DNN ENMC
Inference
Inst.
Inference
Inst.

Memory Access

Scr.
Memory Access
Can.

Scr.
Can.

Memory Controller
ENMC Inst. Encoder

ENMC DIMM

ENMC DIMM

ENMC DIMM

ENMC DIMM

Execution Timeline

Figure 10: The ENMC workflow compared with a host-only
system. ENMC offloads the classification tasks to the ENMC
DIMMs by sending the instructions as memory requests
through the memory controller.
Execution Flow. Fig. 10 presents the ENMC workflow compared
with a host only system. The execution of front-end feature extraction (DNN-based or non-DNN-based) and the classification can be
treated in a decoupled way. To be more specific, the host in the
ENMC system is dedicated to run the feature extraction and offloads
the classification tasks to the ENMC memory. The ENMC memory
works as a regular main memory for data accessing in the first
phase, and performs screening approximation and candidate-only
classification in the second phase.

6

EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

In this section, we discuss the methodology of evaluating the ENMC
co-design, including the implementation details and performance
metrics.

6.1

Inference Model
LSTM
Transformer
GNMT
XMLCNN

Model Type
RNN
DNN
DNN
CNN

Hidden Size
1500
512
1024
512

Abbr.
LSTM-W33K
Transformer-W268K
GNMT-E32K
XMLCNN-670K

(NMT) [40], and product-to-product recommendation [26]. For LM,
we use the Wikitext-2 and Wikitext-103 datasets [29] and evaluate
on both long short-term memory networks (LSTM) and Transformer networks. For NMT, we use the WMT16 English-to-German
dataset and evaluate on Google’s Neural Machine Translation System (GNMT) [44]. For product recommendation, we use the Amazon670K dataset [4] and evaluate on a Convolutional Neural Network based model [24]. Table 2 lists the applications, the models,
and the datasets used in our evaluation, as well as the number of categories and the hidden dimensions. We also synthesize three larger
datasets with 1 million, 10 million, and 100 million categories to
study the scalability of ENMC (namely S1M, S10M, and S100M). For
detailed and reproducible implementation, we will submit our implementation for artifact evaluation and open-source our repository
after the anonymous review process.
Baselines. For comparison, we include two other approximation
methods for classification: SVD-softmax [37] and FGD [48]. The
SVD-softmax method leverages singular value decomposition (SVD)
to approximate the classification weight with principle singular
values; the FGD method uses graph-based nearest neighbor search
to approximate top-k classification results. We implement both
baselines in our PyTorch-based framework.
Table 3: ENMC Configurations

Spec
Channels
Queue
Timing
Tech Node
Executor
Buffer
FP32 MAC

DRAM Configuration
DDR4-2400MHz DRAM Chip 8Gb×8
8
Ranks/CH
8
64-entry
Capacity/CH 64GB
CL-tRCD-tRP: 16-16-16
tRC=55, tCCD=4, tRRD=4, tFAW=6
ENMC Configuration
28nm
Frequency
400MHz
Screener
256B+256B
256B+256B
Buffer
16
INT4 MAC
128

Software Evaluation

We implement the approximate screening algorithm on top of existing pre-trained models in the PyTorch machine learning framework
[34]. The screening parameters are trained under mean-squareerror (MSE) loss using the original training and validation datasets
till convergence. Both the input features and the screening parameters are further quantized at inference time. We set the number of
candidates, screening parameters size, and quantization precision
adjustable for sensitivity studies.
Workloads. We evaluate our method on different tasks including Language Modeling (LM) [28], Neural Machine Translation

6.2

Hardware Evaluation

We implement the ENMC logic in RTL and synthesize it with Design
Compiler for hardware parameters including timing, power, and
area. We build a cycle-accurate simulator for the ENMC DIMM
that interfaces with Ramulator [18] to derive the DRAM timing
information. Since the host processor and the ENMC DIMM execute
the feature extraction phase and the classification phase separately
without complicated feature interactions in between, we simulate
a simple host model that only issues ENMC instructions regularly
according to the status registers.
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Figure 11: Quality vs. Speedup trade-off of Approximate Screening (AS) and two baselines: SVD and FGD.

Table 4: Comparing ENMC with three NMP baselines, all
configured with similar area and power budget.

7

EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the screening method for extreme classification and the micro-architecture of near-memory processing
cores. For the method, we show the trade-offs between inference
quality and speedup to CPU execution time of full classification.
Then, we present the speedup of classification enabled by NMP
co-design and the system performance improvements.
(a) Parameter Reduction Scale
130

Perplexity

Configurations. As shown in Table 3, the ENMC DIMM is based
on DDR4-2400 specifications. Each rank consists of 8×8 DRAM
chips that add to a total capacity of 8Gb. We put 8 memory channels for the host processor, and there are 8 ranks per channel,
contributing to 64GB capacity and 21.3 GB/s bandwidth per channel. In addition, we synthesize our ENMC logic with TSMC 28nm
technology, running on the frequency of 400MHz. The two input
buffers and accumulation buffer in both Screener and Executor are
256B. We put 64 INT4 MACs and 16 FP32 MACs on each DIMM.
For non-linear activations in the executor, we approximate the
exponential function with Taylor expansion to the 4t h order.

(b) Precision of Screening
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+ 1KB Memory
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+ 512B Queue * 3
FP32 * 16 + INT4 * 128
+ 256B Buffer * 4

84
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0.445
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0.398

249.0

0.457

303.5

0.442

285.4

Baselines. We compare ENMC with CPU and other NMP architectures, and all of them are equipped with the approximate
screening algorithm. The CPU baseline is Intel Xeon Platinum
8280 @ 2.7GHz. It has 28 physical cores and 6 DDR4-2666 memory
channels, contributing to a total memory capacity of 512 GB and
128GB/s ideal bandwidth. Three state-of-the-art DRAM-based NMP
architectures are also selected for evaluation:
NDA [9] provides a near-data acceleration solution by stacking
coarse-grain reconfigurable accelerators (CGRA) with DRAM devices. The CGRA mainly consists of functional units, switches, and
memory.
Chameleon [3] is similar to NDA by employing a 2D architecture and focusing on how to integrate the accelerator with commercial DRAM. As Chameleon could work with any programmable
compute unit, we put a systolic array as the accelerator core to
distinguish it from NDA.
TensorDIMM [20] is a NMP architecure for deep learning applications, especially for recommendation workloads. It leverages the
VPU to accelerate the embedding operations in recommendation
systems.
For a fair comparison, we configure the ENMC and three baselines with approximately the same area and power budget, as shown
in Table 4; the control logic and DRAM device controller are excluded.
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Figure 12: Comparing different (a) parameter reduction
scales and (b) quantization levels of AS.

7.1

Algorithm-level Evaluation

Overall model quality. We post the hypothesis that extreme classification can afford approximation. Here we provide experimental
results to support the hypothesis. Overall, our method can achieve
significant computation saving with negligible model quality degradation. We can trade-off model inference quality to the acceptable
extend for more computation reduction.
As shown in Fig. 11(a), compared with using full classification as
in NMT tasks, our method can achieve speedup of 11.8× without
any loss in translation quality measured by BLEU score. As for
LM tasks, the speedups can reach 5.7× to 6.3× while preserving
perplexity results, as shown in Fig. 11(b) and (c). Similarly, for
product recommendation, our method can achieve 17.4× speedup
with only 0.5% drop in accuracy, as shown in Fig. 11(d).
Because of the well approximation that our method achieves, the
screening phase can effectively select the key candidates for classification. Using the NMT task as an example, at every decoding step,
we want the most likely word or a few words if using beam search.
With Approximate Screening, we can identify the key candidates
and compute the accurate probabilities of these words for translation, saving redundant computations for the remaining words in
the vocabulary. We set the overhead of Approximate Screening to
be 3.1% of full classification.
Compared with two other approximation methods, our method
achieves better quality-speedup trade-off, as shown in Figure 11.
Besides, the computation overhead of SVD-based approximation is
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Figure 13: The performance results of ENMC, CPU, NDA, Chameleon, and TensorDIMM, normalized to vanilla CPU; all
schemes are equipped with approximate screening.

7.2

Architecture-level Evaluation

Performance. As described in Section 6, we compare ENMC with
four baselines. As shown in Fig. 13, we take the batch size of 1, 2, 4
and normalize the performance results to the full-classification CPU
baseline for each workload, and arrange the results according to the
size of classification across the x-axis. Our approximate screening
demonstrates 7.3× performance speedup on average in CPU baseline, and the ENMC offers a total 56.5× speedup over the CPU. Also,
3.5×, 5.6×, and 2.7× average are observed when compared with
NDA, Chameleon, and TensorDIMM respectively. First, we find
ENMC provides significant speedups of 55.5×-600.7× when we do
low-latency inference with batch size of 1, because ENMC processes
the inference in a streaming manner over the lightweight classification. The huge performance gain in XMLCNN-670K workload is
because we considerably reduces the number of candidates by 50×.
Second, the three NMP baselines benefit from large internal bandwidth and offer 10.2-20.7× speedup over the CPU baseline. However,
our ENMC could further boost their performance by 2.7-5.6× with
heterogeneous resource management and dataflow customization.
This result aligns our assumption that the performance of naive
NMP solutions is bounded by the limited on-DIMM buffers and
computation resources. Because they employ homogeneous FP32
computation units and hardly meets the throughput requirement in
the screening phase. ENMC eliminates the redundant computation
and needs only a small portion of FP32 computations. The entire
screening phase is processed with lightweight INT4 units in stream.
Energy Consumption. We evaluate the energy results of ENMC
against TensorDIMM and TensorDIMM-Large for a fair comparison.
As shown in Fig. 14, we reduce the average energy cost by 5.0×
and 8.4× compared with TensorDIMM and TensorDIMM-Large,
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4× more than ours. We infer that the improvement of our method is
due to the learning-based approximation and no strong requirement
for classifier weights to be low-rank.
Sensitivity on Approximate Screening. Intuitively, better approximation costs larger computation and data overhead, while
achieving better model quality with screening. We show different
parameter sizes of the screening module and the corresponding
quality. Fig. 12(a) shows different parameter reduction scales of the
screening module vs. full classifier; we choose the scale to be 0.25
as the good quality preserving. As shown in Fig. 12(b), we use 4-bit
fixed-point quantization on the screening module as this quantization level maintains approximation as using single floating-point
precision.
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Figure 15: The end-to-end performance scalability compared with TensorDIMM and TensorDIMM large.
respectively. Particularly, we breakdown the energy consumed by
the DRAM static cost, DRAM access, and on-DIMM computation
and control logic. We observe that the significant energy reduction
of ENMC comes from two facts: First, the co-designed approximation algorithm greatly reduces the DRAM accesses in ENMC. In
ENMC, we perform INT4 and low-dimensional screening during the
classification phase, while TensorDIMM and TensorDIMM-Large
need to operate over the full classification weight. Moreover, due
to the limited logic-side buffer size, TensorDIMM cannot store the
intermediate results in a matrix multiplication operation. Thus,
the buffer overflow results in frequent DRAM memory accesses.
Second, the reduced execution time leads to the background energy
reduction of the DRAM modules. As the DRAM takes a noticeably
portion of power for refreshing, ENMC reduces the DRAM static
energy consumption by 9.3× and 4.8× compared with TensorDIMM
and TensorDIMM-Large.
End-to-End Scalability. We evaluate the scalability of performance considering the end-to-end performance over large synthetic
datasets. As shown in Fig. 15, we restrict the application to the same
front-end model of XMLCNN, and the performance of TensorDIMM,
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TensorDIMM-Large, and ENMC is normalized to the CPU baseline.
For comparison, ENMC achieves 4.7× and 2.9× speedup over TensorDIMM and TensorDIMM-Large. Particularly, for the two smaller
datasets, ENMC achieves 2.2× and 1.6× speedups, while for the
two tremendous datasets, ENMC achieves 7.1× and 4.2× speedups,
compared with TensorDIMM and TensorDIMM-Large, respectively.
The excellent scalability of ENMC comes from the fact that the
ENMC processes the lightweight classification in stream and does
not need to buffer large intermediate results back to DRAM.
Table 5: Area and Power Estimation.

INT4 MAC
Compute Buffer
ENMC Ctrl

Area (mm 2 ) Power (mW )
Area (mm 2 ) Power (mW )
0.013
10.4
FP32 MAC
0.145
58.0
0.061
56.8
Control Buffer
0.053
49.3
0.035
32.9
DRAM Ctrl
0.135
78.0
Total Area 0.442mm 2 ; Total Power 285.4mW

Area and Power. Table 5 shows the breakdown area and power
estimation of ENMC. The total area of ENMC logic is 0.388mm2 ,
and the total power is 264.6mW, which are comparable to prior
NMP architectures such as RecNMP [15]. Specifically, the compute
unit (INT4 and FP32 MAC arrays) takes 40.8% of the total area and
25% of the total power. The buffers made of register files in the
Screener and the Executor compose of 23.5% of the total area and
32.2% of the total power. Finally, the ENMC controller and DRAM
controller takes 9.0% and 34.8% of the area, and 12.4% and 29.5% of
the power, respectively.

8

RELATED WORK

Near-memory processing (NMP). NMP techniques are widely
used to solve the memory-bound problems, due to the large internal bandwidth provided [2, 10, 11, 16, 17, 22, 31, 38, 46, 49]. The
most related work to our ENMC are the non-intrusive DRAM-based
NMP architectures [3, 9, 15, 20, 21]. NDA [9] and Chameleon [3]
are general-purpose NMP designs that make effort on communication and interconnection between the accelerator cores and DRAM
devices. TensorDIMM [20], TensorCasting [21], and RecNMP [15]
particularly focus on the recommendation applications and identify
the performance bottleneck as embedding operations. Therefore,
they design specialized architecture for inference or training phases
for recommendation systems. Our ENMC distinguishes from the
above work as we propose an algorithm-architecture co-design for
extreme classification workloads. Prior NMP designs are for the embedding layers in DNN models, but those work fall short in handling
full-precision matrix multiplications as in extreme classification
workloads.
On the other hand, intrusive NMP architectures are also broadly
studied based on 3D-stacking memory technology, such as HBM
and HMC [2, 10, 16, 17, 22, 31, 49]. These NMP designs tend to enjoy
larger bandwidth by connecting accelerators and DRAM dies with
through-silicon vias (TSVs). Recently, Samsung announced the first
industry’s HBM2-PIM, which takes the advantage of the AI engine
directly inside memory banks. However, 3D memory often suffers
from limited capacity and hardly meets the scalability demand in
extreme classification tasks.

Liu Liu, Jilan Lin, Zheng Qu, Yufei Ding, and Yuan Xie

Algorithms for efficient classification. Prior studies propose
approximation methods for softmax classification as typically used
in NLP applications [5, 37, 48]. However, these methods only demonstrate effectiveness at small-scale vocabulary sizes and cannot keep
up with the increasingly scaling of vocabulary size. Without NMP
architectures, the performance improvements from approximation saturate as the memory-bounded problem being neglected.
Model compression techniques are orthogonal to our method and
can be integrated to further reduce data access of classification
[7, 8, 12, 13, 32, 43, 45, 51, 52].
Methods for training extreme classification use softmax variants,
such as KNN softmax and selective softmax [39], to select active
classes from training samples. However, active class selection requires the knowledge of true labels of training samples, making
it impractical for inference usage. MACH [27] uses a divide-andconquer method to search over the entire classes in parallel, but
the work cannot mitigate overall memory usage much and suffers
from classification accuracy drop.
We suggest collaborative design considerations from both ML
experts and hardware designers. From the algorithm side, pure approximation methods do not mitigate the memory-intensive nature
of extreme classification and also suffer from accuracy drop. From
the architecture side, emerging NMP architectures are suitable for
mitigating the memory-intensive extreme classification by bring
the computations near memory. However, we need careful dataflow
and customization to make it practical. In the context of distributed
inference [23, 25], our design can scale-out from single-node to
distributed nodes, where each node keeps an approximate screener.
We envision ENMC co-design would support and enable future
research on efficient methods for extreme classification.
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CONCLUSION

In this paper, we address the extreme classification problem with
NMP-based software-hardware co-design. We propose an approximate screening algorithm to reduce the computational complexity
and memory consumption of extreme classification. We further
design a near-memory architecture to utilize efficient candidatesonly classification enabled by our screening method. Finally, our
approximate screening method achieves 7.3× speedups, and the
ENMC architecture further improves the performance by 7.4× and
demonstrates 2.7× speedup compared with the state-of-the-art NMP
baseline.
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